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The Mystery of Divine Mercy

Mercy is a Grace still unknown to humankind. The spiritual science that humanity knows has still
not fully comprehended this mystery because they try to place Mercy in their known theology and
cannot see it as something that transcends all that is known to humankind.

On the Cross, the Creator transformed all Laws, and the God of Justice opened a new cycle for all
of life, a cycle of pity, of forgiveness and of redemption, in spite of the seriousness of the sins of
humanity.

There was no other greater sin than that undertaken by those who flagellated and crucified God
Himself; but even so, children, when they were touched by the merciful Blood of Christ, they were
forgiven, healed and redeemed by the potency of His Love.

Mercy is a mystery that is joined with the mystery of human creation. It is a Grace coming from the
link between humankind and God, their Creator. It was from the moment when the Father was
fulfilled in His creatures, through His Son, and demonstrated to beings the true essence of what
humanity is, that Mercy began to flow toward the planet and to all of Creation.

Mercy is born in the Heart of God as a new opportunity for beings to achieve the Grace of Love, but
in order to reach the material universes of the manifestation of life, the vehicle of Mercy is the
prayer of humanity, and the doorway to Mercy is their heart.

The human essence is intimately connected to the existence of Divine Mercy, to the point that their
genes can physically carry the potency and the presence of this Gift that comes from God, just as it
was in the Blood of Christ.

The Redeemer fully lived Divine Mercy so that all beings could recognize their own potential, and
move toward it.

I tell you all these things so that you may understand the importance of truly crying out for Mercy in
this time, not only for this world, but for all of Creation.

Recognize yourselves as potential carriers of the Grace that comes from the Father and cry out for it
to descend upon the world and upon all of life. The more you cry out and pray, the closer you come
to God and the more you awaken within yourselves what you truly are.

The potential of human beings is infinite, but in this time, children, only the purity of the heart and
sincere prayer will be able to awaken you. It is in serving this planet that you will be able to enter
into the mysteries about yourselves and draw closer to the heart of God.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


